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Marine Renewable Energy: 
Environmental Effects and 
Monitoring Strategies
As we learn more about interactions between marine renewable energy (MRE) devices, 
the animals and habitats near them, and the oceanographic processes with which 
they interact, we need to clarify the language used to discuss those interactions. For 
example, if an MRE device or system negatively affected a number of animals, we 
could say that the device or the system of foundations, anchors, and mooring lines 
had an impact on the population, and take steps to avoid the impact or, in some 
cases, mitigate the impact. However, at this stage in MRE 
development, there are few, if any, cases in which a 
negative impact has been observed or measured. 
Instead, we are developing the building blocks  
that support investigations of interactions and  
potential impacts. 

SECTION A – INTRODUCTION
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2.2.  
STRESSORS AND RECEPTORS

Throughout this report, we examine interactions 
between MRE systems and the marine environment 

in terms of stressors and receptors (Boehlert and Gill 
2010). Stressors are those parts of an MRE system that 
may cause harm or stress to a marine animal, a habitat, 
oceanographic processes, or ecosystem processes. These 
stressors include the moving blades on turbines, moor-
ing lines, anchors or foundations, power export cables, 
and the emissions that can result from any of these 
parts. The receptors include the marine animals living in 
and traversing the vicinity of an MRE development; the 
habitats into which the devices are deployed; and ocean-
ographic processes, such as the natural movement of 
waters, wave heights, sediment transport, and the con-
centrations of dissolved gases and nutrients that support 
marine life. It is the intersection of stressors and recep-
tors that define the interactions that can be examined 
through observations, laboratory and field experiments, 
and modeling studies. Section 2 of this report (Chapters 
3–8) describes the state of scientific understanding of 
these stressor-receptor interactions (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Stressor-receptor interactions potentially arising from various marine renewable energy devices. From top left to bottom right: changes 
in oceanographic systems, underwater noise, electromagnetic fields, mooring entanglement, collision risk, and changes in habitats. (Illustration 
by Rose Perry)

2.1.  
POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF MARINE 
RENEWABLE ENERGY 

Key investigations to determine effects of MRE devices 
include determining the presence of animals close 

enough to devices/cables/lines that are potentially at risk, 
measuring device and cable outputs such as underwa-
ter noise and electromagnetic fields, measuring poten-
tial interactions of animals with these emissions or MRE 
devices, and modeling changes in water flow and sediment 
transport at large-scale MRE developments. 

At this early stage of MRE development, few observations 
or data collection efforts point to devices or systems that 
are causing population-level impacts. The emphasis of 
research and monitoring studies has been on examining 
changes in or effects on individual organisms, particularly 
populations under stress or species of special concern. In 
most cases, it is difficult to determine whether such effects 
might be sufficiently deleterious to an animal (or a habitat) 
to have higher level impacts on populations or the marine 
ecosystem. Throughout this report, we refer to the effects 
or potential effects of MRE development and make the con-
nection only to the population-level impacts if established 
methods or regulatory pathways require such examination. 
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Baseline survey/site characterization

 
Cumulative effects

Farfield

Nearfield

Environmental monitoring associated 
with MRE projects

 

Project environmental monitoring plan 
(may go by various names including 
PEMPs/EMPs/others)

	◆ Survey and fieldwork undertaken prior to marine renewable energy (MRE) device installation to gather 
data to better understand, quantify, and assess potential impacts.

	◆ Generally required in support of license/consent applications.

	◆ Changes to the environment caused by the combined effects of multiple human activities and natural 
processes. Cumulative effects may be realized as the effects of repeated actions that may have an 
effect greater than the sum of their individual effects.

	◆ The area of ocean or bay around an MRE device, generally defined as more than five device diameters 
from the device or array of devices. 

	◆ The localized area of sea occupied by and in very close proximity to an MRE device, generally consid-
ered to be within one to five device diameters.

	◆ Monitoring carried out to gather data before devices are deployed (post-consent monitoring) or moni-
toring of the environmental effects of deployed MRE devices (post-installation monitoring).

	◆ Generally monitoring is required by regulators to validate predictions made in environmental assess-
ments or to provide an evidence base for adaptive management of effects for which there is residual 
uncertainty.

	◆ A document produced as a requirement of licensing/consenting processes for MRE projects setting out 
the objectives and methodologies of post-installation environmental monitoring.

Term  Definition

Table 2.1. Definitions associated with investigations for consenting of marine renewable energy projects and research studies. These defini-
tions are used in multiple chapters in this report; certain chapters, notably Chapter 3 (Collision Risk) and Chapter 4 (Underwater Noise), will 
define additional terms specific to that interaction.

2.3.  
DEFINITIONS FOR MEASURING 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
A number of common definitions are used in the mea-
surement, analysis, and reporting of environmental 
monitoring results around MRE devices (Table 2.1). In 
addition, there are specific definitions that are used for 
measurements that describe certain stressor-receptor 
interactions; these definitions can be found in subse-
quent chapters. 

2.4.  
MEASURING THE EFFECTS OF MRE 
DEVICES 

Responsible and sustainable development of MRE as 
a renewable energy source requires that we under-

stand the environments into which turbines or other 
devices such as kites (for harvesting power from tides, 
ocean currents, or river flows) and wave energy convert-
ers (WECs) will be deployed. Regulations often require 
that early deployments include extensive monitoring to 
collect sufficient data to understand the potential inter-
actions of devices and systems with marine animals and 
habitats. The high-energy locations, and often turbid 

waters, into which MRE devices are placed add consider-
able challenges to deploying and operating the oceano-
graphic gear and sensor platforms needed to characterize 
the stressor-receptor interactions that may be occurring. 
These challenging locations require that boat-based and 
human observations be kept to a minimum, in favor of 
in situ remote instrumentation. Collecting and interpret-
ing useful information collected at MRE deployment sites 
poses significant difficulties, because of the challenges 
of operating instrumentation underwater, as well as the 
challenges of processing and transmitting data for analy-
sis. Not all instrumentation and/or data collection efforts 
related to conducting this type of monitoring over the last 
decade have succeeded in meeting their monitoring goals. 
For future monitoring projects at MRE sites to be success-
ful, lessons must be taken from previous efforts to assure 
that each subsequent effort builds on previous experience, 
thereby avoiding costly duplication and advancing the 
industry efficiently. 

Details of the methods being used to monitor stressor-
receptor interactions can be found in Chapters 3–8; 
extensive detail about the challenges of and solutions 
for measuring close interactions of animals and MRE 
devices can be found in Chapter 10 (Environmental 
Monitoring Technologies and Techniques for Detecting 
Interactions of Marine Animals with Turbines). 
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2.5.  
KEY MONITORING QUESTIONS 

The most significant stressor-receptor interactions 
of concern, based on the accumulated knowledge to 

date (Copping et al. 2016; ICES 2019), and the primary 
factors that continue to generate interest and concern 
about these interactions among stakeholders with an 
interest in MRE development are summarized here.

Gaps in our knowledge and understanding of the potential 
effects of interactions between MRE stressors and marine 
receptors span multiple spatial and temporal scales, such 
that a large range of monitoring efforts would be needed 
to fully understand and track these effects. The signifi-
cant increase in our understanding of potential effects 
across multiple scales over the past decade has come 
about largely as the result of focusing on two general 
categories of monitoring questions: direct interactions of 
stressors and receptors, and the context and environment 
in which MRE devices are placed.

2.5.1.  
DIRECT EFFECTS OF STRESSOR-RECEPTOR 
INTERACTIONS 
Scientific questions that inform our understanding of 
the direct effects of MRE devices focus on the actions 
and interactions of organisms as they encounter devices 
in their natural habitat. Topics that inform those ques-
tions include the following:

	◆ rates of encounter and effects (injury/mortality 
rates) of collision with turbine blades (e.g., Bevel-
heimer et al. 2019; Copping and Grear 2018; Copping 
et al. 2017;  Joy et al. 2018; Onoufriou et al. 2019; 
Schmitt et al. 2017)

	◆ avoidance of moving parts or acoustic fields gener-
ated by the device (e.g., Grippo et al. 2017; Hastie et 
al. 2018; Robertson et al. 2018)

	◆ avoidance of or attraction to magnetic and induced 
electrical fields (e.g., Gill et al. 2014; Westerberg and 
Lagenfelt 2008)

	◆ attraction to or aggregation around bottom-
mounted or floating structures (e.g., Fraser et al. 
2018; Kramer et al. 2015; Williamson et al. 2019)

	◆ displacement or permanent alteration of behavior 
patterns due to novel device presence (e.g., Long 
2017; Sparling et al. 2018)

	◆ probability and effects of entrapment or entangle-
ment of large marine animals because of the pres-
ence of mooring lines, anchors, and export cables 
(e.g., Benjamins et al. 2014; Copping et al. 2018).

Studies have been designed to observe specific marine 
animal behaviors in response to the presence of MRE 
devices or their acoustic or electrical signatures; these 
potential effects occur at known or expected locations 
and/or at times that can be targeted for observation. 
Many of these interactions can be examined through 
modeling and other techniques that do not require the 
in-water study of the physical/biological setting of a 
specific device. For example, our understanding of the 
mechanisms for blade strike or collision assume an ani-
mal is encountering a device; for electromagnetic field 
(EMF) effects we assume a receptive organism is located 
near the cable/component; and when investigating 
acoustic effects we assume the animal can detect the 
emitted sound and is within range, etc.

2.5.2.  
MONITORING WITHIN THE CONTEXT OR 
ENVIRONMENT OF MRE DEVICES
The second set of questions on which we focus deals with 
the context or vicinity of the device(s). While necessar-
ily site-specific, answers to these questions will build our 
understanding of the biological and physical components 
of (and their linkages with) the highly energetic environ-
ments targeted for wave or tidal power development. It 
is necessary to understand the background processes at 
work at a site before designing a monitoring program that 
will reliably separate effects from the background natural 
variability as well as from effects of other anthropogenic 
activities. Topics that inform those questions include the 
following:

	◆ inventories of organisms that naturally occur in the 
area and examinations of their normal distribution in 
space and time, as well as their movement patterns 
(e.g., Cox et al. 2017; Holdman et al. 2019; Lagerquist et 
al. 2019; Viehman et al. 2018; Yoshida et al. 2017)

	◆ examinations of the amplitude and other characteris-
tics of the MRE stressors, including underwater noise 
and EMF (e.g., Dhanak et al. 2015; Nedwell and Brooker 
2008; Pine et al. 2019) 

	◆ modeling and validation of hydrodynamic and sedi-
mentation patterns, and their associated variability 
in space and time (e.g., Ashall et al. 2016; Fairley et al. 
2017; Haverson et al. 2018; Khaled et al. 2019)
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	◆ modeling of potential effects of MRE systems on eco-
systems; although relatively little modeling has been 
carried out to date, agent-based models and ecosys-
tem models will become useful as the industry moves 
toward large commercial arrays. 

This information enables us to predict device effects, with 
some degree of confidence, and can be used to design 
effective mitigation measures, if needed. For example, 
animal distribution and movement patterns at a site will 
largely determine how likely the animals are to encounter 
a device or be affected by acoustic or electrical signatures. 
This contextual information can also indicate patterns 
of device encounter probability, thereby assisting with 
the siting of MRE developments to avoid or minimize 
the most likely adverse environmental effects. Combined 
with information about what occurs when an animal 
interacts with a device, such as rates of injury or mortal-
ity from blade strike, these results may inform regula-
tory needs to determine likely population-level impacts. 
A prime example of this approach can be seen in the 
outputs from several stages of the SeaGen turbine devel-
opment and operation in Strangford Lough, Northern 
Ireland (Savidge et al. 2014) that informed adaptive man-
agement programs. These adaptive management pro-
grams helped MRE projects like TideGen in Cobscook Bay, 
Maine, United States (U.S.) develop effective monitoring 
and mitigation plans (ORPC 2013, 2014, 2017). 

2.6.  
MONITORING STRATEGIES 
Answering these wide-ranging questions at the highly 
energetic sites targeted for power production is a sig-
nificant challenge. The need to understand environmen-
tal consequences has driven innovation in developing 
environmental monitoring gear. A number of different 
methods and technologies have been used to describe 
the close interactions of marine animals with devices 
at wave and tidal sites around the world, some of which 
are discussed in Chapter 10 (Environmental Monitoring 
Technologies and Techniques for Detecting Interac-
tions of Marine Animals with Turbines). As with other 
stressor-receptor interactions, the myriad and complex 
questions that need to be answered suggest that no 
one instrument or method can provide all the answers; 
rather, a suite of methods, instruments, and study 
designs must be employed to capture the full picture of 
how MRE devices interact with their environment.
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